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present time by Rudy
remaining of school should
find all student athletes busy.
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of the new individual
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intramural depart ment announces
that these contests must played
before Jdonday, Hay Sigma Al-
pha Mu Theta Chi and Sigma
Alpha Mu Alpha Theta Cbis.

In league III the Tehta Xi toss- -
ers are the lead with four vic-
tories. Farm House and Delta TJd- -
srlon have each won two. Lambda
Chi Alpha and Phi Gamma Delta
have both come the short
end three different encounters.
Before Monday. May Lambda
Chi Alpha and Phi Gamma Delta
must play must Farm House
and Delta l psilon.

owa

tmd

The Betas seem the best
shoe twirlers league IV with
four triumphs marked their
credit. The Delts have won three
and the Phi Sigs and Pi Kappa
Alphas one apiece. The Delta Chi's
and Kap's have finished loser!

three contests each. Phi Sip-m-

Kappa and Delta Chi have a game
'

deck that must played be-- 1
"

fore May
Kappaa Win. Pl

The Phi KappaB have conquered
three times four league
V. Kappa Sigma has won two and PJthe Tekes one. Beta Sigma Psi
and the Sigma Nus have each lost
two bouts. The folln-vin- g games
this league mus. completed re

May Sigma Nu Kappa
Sigma, Tau Kappa Epsilon
Beta Sigma Psi. and Tau Kappa
Epsilon Kappa Sigma.
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must all be played by Monda"
May 4: Alpha Chi Sigma vs.
Omega Beta Pi, Phi Alpha Delta
vs. Delta Theta Phi, Omega Beta
Pi vs Phi Alpha Delta and Alpha
Chi Sigma vs. Delta TheU Phi.

Forfeited games entail the loss
of a percentage of the entrance
points. Each match won adds three
poinU to the entrance total.

Client: You deceived me with
that dwarf spaniel you sold me. Itgets bigger every day.

Salesman: Yes, it is a giant
dwarf spaniel.
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BE SURE AND SEE THE BIG

EVENT OF THE YEAR - ONLY

ONCE IN A LIFETIME DOES

THIS BIG EVENT TAKE PLACE.

THE WORST WRECKS IN THE

SCHOOL RACING! COME AND

ENJOY YOURSELF.
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